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Abstract—In this article, we study digital predistortion (DPD)
based linearization with specific focus on millimeter wave (mmW)
active antenna arrays. Due to the very large channel bandwidths
and beam-dependence of nonlinear distortion in such systems, we
present a closed-loop DPD learning architecture, look-up table
(LUT) based memory DPD models, and low-complexity sign-
based estimation algorithms, such that even continuous DPD
learning could be technically feasible. To this end, three different
learning algorithms – Sign, Signed Regressor, and Sign-sign –
are formulated for the LUT-based DPD models, such that the
potential rank deficiencies, experienced in earlier methods, are
avoided, while facilitating greatly reduced learning complexity.
The injection-based LUT DPD structure is also shown to allow for
low numbers and reduced dynamic range of the involved LUT
entries. Extensive RF measurements utilizing a state-of-the-art
mmW active antenna array system at 28 GHz are carried out
and reported to validate the methods, incorporating very wide
channel bandwidths of 400 MHz and 800 MHz while pushing
the array close to saturation. Additionally, the processing and
learning complexities of the considered techniques are analyzed,
which together with the measured linearization performance
figures allow to assess the complexity-performance trade-offs of
the proposed solutions. Overall, the results show that efficient
mmW array linearization can be obtained through the proposed
methods at very low complexity.

Index Terms—ACLR, active array transmitters, closed-loop
systems, digital predistortion, EVM, lookup table, millimeter-
wave frequencies, nonlinear distortion, over-the-air, sign algo-
rithms, signed regressor.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE adoption of modern, spectrally efficient waveforms
with high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), most

notably OFDM, complicates operating power amplifiers (PAs)
close to saturation [1]. To ensure a good power efficiency,
while at the same time controlling the transmitted signal
quality, digital predistortion (DPD) based linearization is a
well-known and widely-applied approach, see, e.g., [1] and [2]
and the references therein. DPD aims at suppressing the un-
wanted out-of-band (OOB) emissions and passband nonlinear
distortion steaming from the PAs by applying an appropriate
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the injection-based DPD scheme with closed-
loop parameter learning for linearizing an active phased-array trans-
mitter, with K antennas and PA units. Observation path builds on
co-phasing and combining the PA output signals, or alternatively on
OTA feedback.

nonlinear transformation to the digital transmit waveform.
Especially when combined with PAPR reduction methods [2],
the DPD system can largely improve the transmitter power
efficiency, while maintaining the passband signal quality and
OOB emissions within specified limits [3], [4].

One modern and timely DPD use case is the linearization of
active antenna array based base-stations of the emerging 5G
New Radio (NR) networks at millimeter-wave (mmW) bands –
referred to as frequency range 2, FR-2 – with good examples of
recent papers being [5]–[13]. In such DPD systems, stemming
from the load modulation phenomenon, the effective nonlinear
distortion has been observed to be clearly beam-dependent [9],
and thus fast DPD adaptation is required. This issue, together
with the very wide channel bandwidths [14], and thus DPD
processing rates, calls for low-complexity DPD systems and
parameter learning algorithms. Such methods are currently
under intensive research and form also the topic of this paper.

In the existing literature, various DPD architectures and
PA modeling methods have been widely studied, with the
memory polynomial (MP) [1], [4], [15] and the generalized
memory polynomial (GMP) [1], [4], [16] being some of the
most common approaches. Both of these techniques can be
interpreted to be subsets of the Volterra series [1], [17], [18].
While these approaches typically provide an accurate and
reliable DPD linearization performance, they often involve
a relatively high processing complexity, which can pose a
challenge for real-time implementations.

The literature on low-complexity DPD methods and the
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associated learning algorithms is, on the other hand, some-
what more scarce. Techniques towards this direction are, for
instance, [7], [18]–[25]. In [7], a reduced complexity approach
which utilizes the combined PA output signals together with
a computationally efficient closed-loop learning equation to
minimize the distortion in the main beam direction, is in-
vestigated. In [20], in a more traditional single-antenna DPD
context, the use of 1-bit observations in closed-loop learning is
considered, in combination with a sign-based Gauss-Newton
(GN) learning algorithm. In [21], a GN signed regressor al-
gorithm (SRA) is formulated for real-valued feedback signals.
The signed regressor matrix is, however, rank deficient, and
thus an additional Walsh-Hadamard transformation is applied
to make it invertible, further increasing the computational
complexity. In [22], a look-up table (LUT) based MP DPD
with a sample-adaptive least mean squares (LMS) SRA is
proposed. However, in this work each LUT in the MP structure
is updated independently, making the solution sub-optimal.
In [23], direct least squares (LS) and GN adaptations for
linearly interpolated LUT-based Volterra models are proposed
in indirect learning architecture (ILA) and closed-loop context,
respectively. In [24], [26], cascaded Hammerstein structures
with polynomial and spline nonlinearities were proposed. Cas-
caded structures typically have less free parameters, making
them appealing when low-complexity solutions are pursued.
However, the models were based on the ILA in combination
with LS-based learning algorithms, which complicates adap-
tive estimation and tracking.

In this article, contrary to the earlier closed-loop works
in [20]–[23], we adopt the so-called injection-based DPD
structure [7], [27], illustrated in Fig. 1 in the context of
mmW active arrays. To this end, building on our early work
in [28], we formulate various signed learning methods –
Sign, Signed Regressor, and Sign-sign – based on the GN,
self-orthogonalization (SO), and block-LMS (BLMS) learning
rules. Such sign algorithms allow for a large complexity
reduction in the DPD learning, since the needed number
of multiplications is largely reduced compared to the refer-
ence methods. Additionally, we adopt a LUT-based memory
DPD model. LUT-based structures are generally simpler than
polynomial-type ones used in the reference works [7], [20],
[21], allowing large reductions in terms of the processing and
learning complexities. Furthermore, adopting the injection-
based DPD allows to significantly reduce the LUT sizes, such
that 32 or even 16 entries are enough for efficient linearization,
without interpolation. Additionally, the use of non-interpolated
LUTs avoids the rank deficiencies in the SRA and Sign-
sign algorithms and thus the additional matrix transformation,
which were experienced in [21]. Due to their low complexity
and closed-loop nature, the developed solutions allow for fast
real-time adaptation, and thus potentially on-chip implementa-
tions and continuous learning. We also show that the injection-
based DPD formulation allows for dynamic range reduction in
the LUT control points, and thus facilitates efficient fixed-point
implementations with relatively low number of bits.

Extensive RF measurement results at 28 GHz (5G NR
band n257 [14]), utilizing a state-of-the-art 64-element active
antenna array and 5G NR like OFDM waveforms, are re-

ported and analyzed, incorporating standard-compliant channel
bandwidth of 400 MHz while also pushing the performance
boundaries further up to 800 MHz. The obtained linearization
results, together with the provided detailed complexity anal-
ysis, show that the proposed methods provide very favorable
complexity-performance trade-offs, while meeting the 3GPP
5G NR [14] OOB emission and passband transmit signal
quality requirements at FR-2 in all tested scenarios, even in
the ambitious 800 MHz channel bandwidth case. Overall, the
results show that efficient mmW array linearization can be
obtained through the proposed methods.

In short, the novelty and contributions of the article can be
summarized as follows:

• Injection-based memory polynomial LUT DPD system
is proposed, shown to significantly reduce the LUT
entry sizes to achieve efficient linearization. Additionally,
the injection-based scheme is also shown to allow for
dynamic range reduction in the LUT control points, thus
facilitating efficient fixed-point implementations;

• Various sign-based low-complexity closed-loop learning
algorithms are formulated in the context of injection-
based MP LUT DPD system;

• Extensive computational complexity analysis of the dif-
ferent signed learning rules is provided and also com-
pared to the corresponding unsigned algorithms;

• Very extensive 28 GHz active array linearization measure-
ments are provided and analyzed, incorporating channel
bandwidth up to 800 MHz;

It is finally noted that even though our primary applications
are in the mmW active array transmitters, the proposed tech-
niques are applicable to any single-input single-output DPD
system, where the PA output is commonly observed directly
through a directional coupler and an observation receiver.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II first
presents the proposed injection-based MP-LUT closed-loop
DPD system, together with the unsigned GN, SO, and BLMS
learning principles. Additionally, the dynamic range reduction
through the injection-based DPD approach is addressed, while
the different options for arranging the DPD feedback signal
in mmW active arrays are also shortly discussed. Section III
then describes the different sign-based learning algorithms.
Section IV presents a detailed complexity analysis of the
considered unsigned and signed learning rules. Section V
presents an extensive set of RF measurements at 28 GHz which
test and validate the proposed approaches. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.

Notation Used in This Article

In this paper, matrices are represented by capital boldface
letters, i.e., Σ ∈ CM×N . Ordinary transpose, Hermitian
transpose, and complex conjugation are denoted by (·)T , (·)H ,
and (·)∗, respectively. By default, vectors are complex-valued
column vectors, presented with lowercase boldface letters, i.e.,
v ∈ CM×1 = [v1 v2 · · · vM ]T . Additionally, the absolute
value and floor operators are represented as | · | and b·c,
respectively.
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Φ =


x[n]ξξξTn (|x[n]|, k) x[n− 1]ξξξTn−1(|x[n− 1]|, k) · · · x[n−M + 1]ξξξTn−M+1(|x[n−M + 1]|, k)

x[n+ 1]ξξξTn+1(|x[n+ 1]|, k) x[n]ξξξTn (|x[n]|, k) · · · x[n−M + 2]ξξξTn−M+2(|x[n−M + 2]|, k)
...

...
. . .

...
x[n+N − 1]ξξξTn+N−1(|x[n+N − 1]|, k) x[n+N − 2]ξξξTn+N−2(|x[n+N − 2]|, k) · · · x[n+N −M ]ξξξTn+N−M (|x[n+N −M ]|, k)
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Fig. 2. The input-output relation of the proposed MP-LUT DPD
model, in combination with the injection-based scheme.

II. CLOSED-LOOP DPD SYSTEM

In this work, we adopt and formulate the MP DPD model,
where the high-order polynomial functions are replaced with
Q entry-sized LUTs [23]. This model is adopted due to its
inherent low processing complexity, [22], [29]. Additionally,
the system builds on a closed-loop learning architecture, where
the DPD coefficients are directly adapted using the input signal
x[n] and the observed signal y[n] [30], following the basic
notations shown in Fig. 1.

A. Injection Based MP-LUT DPD

Formally, the input-output relation of an ordinary MP can
be formulated as a function of its polynomial order P and
memory-depth M , as

xDPD[n] =

M−1∑
m=0

P∑
p=0
p odd

αm,px[n−m]|x[n−m]|(p−1)
, (2)

where αm,p is the corresponding PA model coefficient. In
order to substitute the polynomials with LUTs, (2) can be
rewritten as

xDPD[n] =

M−1∑
m=0

x[n−m]Gm(|x[n−m]|). (3)

Herein, Gm(|x[n−m]|), m = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1, refer to the
complex LUT gains, weighting the input samples in each

memory branch, denoted here by the parameter m. This
complex LUT gain can be defined and expressed as

Gm(|x[n−m]|) = ξξξTn−m(|x[n−m]|, k)cm, (4)

where cm ∈ CQ×1, m = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1, are the M
corresponding Q-sized LUTs, while the vector ξξξn(|x[n]|, k) ∈
RQ×1 reads

ξξξn(|x[n]|, k) =

{
1 if k = pn
0 if k 6= pn

, for k = 1, 2, · · · , Q, (5)

where k indicates the index within the vector, and pn is defined
as

pn =

⌊
|x[n]|
∆x

⌋
+ 1. (6)

Thus, the input sample x[n] is multiplied with the corre-
sponding LUT gain, which is indexed by the input magnitude
|x[n]|. Additionally, ∆x is the amplitude spacing of the LUT
entries, defined as the maximum input magnitude divided by
the desired number of LUT entries, Q.

In this paper, we specifically utilize the so-called injection-
based DPD scheme, in which an estimate of the PA nonlinear
distortion products is injected, properly phased, to the linear
digital signal such that the PA output signal is effectively
linearized. Following this scheme, we rewrite the final form
of the input-output relation of the DPD model, illustrated in
Fig. 2, as

xDPD[n] = x[n] +

M−1∑
m=0

x[n−m]ξξξTn−m(|x[n−m]|, k)cm.

(7)

Applying such formulation will reduce the dynamic range of
the LUT entries, thus requiring less number of bits in fixed-
point implementations. This reduction is further explored and
analyzed in the Subsection II.C.

The obtained input-output relation of the predistorter can be
now equivalently expressed in matrix notation, for an N -sized
block of samples, as

xDPD = x + Φw, (8)

where Φ ∈ CN×C is the input data basis functions matrix,
whose structure is shown in (1), with C = MQ being the
total number of model coefficients, and x = [x[n], x[n +
1], · · · , x[n+N −1]]T denotes the input data vector. The col-
umn w ∈ CC×1 stacks the M LUTs (i.e. c0, c1, · · · , cM−1)
to form the complete set of DPD coefficients, and it is typically
initialized as a zero vector in the first DPD iteration.
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Fig. 3. Direct modeling performance of the modified Saleh (MS) model with and without the injection-based scheme, when considering
a fixed number of quantization bits, shown in (a), and when varying the number of quantization bits, shown in (b).

B. Closed-Loop Learning – Unsigned Algorithms

Formulating the LUT-based DPD as a linear-in-parameters
model as in (8), allows us to apply closed-loop learning
techniques. Defining the error signal ek ∈ CN×1 = xk− yk

GPA
,

for block iteration k, we can define the three learning tech-
niques which are studied along this paper, namely the damped
Gauss-Newton (GN), the self-orthogonalized (SO), and the
block-LMS (BLMS) [21], [23], [27] methods. These learning
approaches can be expressed as

wk+1 = wk + µg
(
ΦH
k Φk

)−1
ΦH
k ek, (9)

wk+1 = wk + µsR
−1ΦH

k ek, (10)

wk+1 = wk + µbΦ
H
k ek, (11)

where µg , µs and µb are the corresponding learning step-sizes
for each method. Additionally, R is the covariance matrix of
the input basis function vector, formally defined as

R = E[ΦnΦH
n ], (12)

where

Φn = [x[n]ξξξTn (|x[n]|, k) x[n− 1]ξξξTn−1(|x[n− 1]|, k) · · ·
· · · x[n−M + 1]ξξξTn−M+1(|x[n−M + 1]|, k)]T .

(13)

The matrix R can be precomputed and fixed, and thus its online
calculation is not required [31].

Finally, we note that the formulations in (8)–(12) are quite
general, and can be applied with other LUT-based DPD models
as well, such as those following generalized MP or Volterra-
DDR models (see [23] for an example).

C. Dynamic Range Reduction in q

In order to shortly assess and illustrate the dynamic range
reduction in the LUT control points q through the injection-
based processing principle, the modified Saleh (MS) model
presented in [32] is considered as a practical and reproducible
example. This MS model is approximated with and without the
injection-based DPD scheme, in other words, the processing

principles in (7) and (3) are deployed, but here in the context of
direct PA modeling instead of DPD. The results are then com-
pared to demonstrate the benefit of using the injection-based
approach. For clarity, the AM-AM and AM-PM responses of
the considered MS model are stated as [32]

z(r) =
αzr√

1 + βzr3
, (14)

ψ(r) =
αψ

3
√

1 + βψr4
− ε, (15)

where r and z represent the instantaneous input and output
envelope values, while ψ represents the output signal phase
change as a function of the input envelope. Furthermore, αz =
0.82, βz = 0.29, αψ = −0.35, βψ = 1, and ε = −0.36 are
the envelope and phase related model coefficients, which have
been estimated in this case from the measured input-output
relation of an LDMOS PA, used in [32].

A 100 MHz 5G NR compliant OFDM signal, of length
20.000 samples, with 30 kHz subcarrier spacing (SCS), 273
active resource blocks (RB), and 7 dB PAPR measured at
0.01% point of the complementary cumulative distribution
function (CCDF) is then generated and passed through the
model. Next, an LS fitting technique is used to estimate the
LUT control points modelling the MS PA, with and without the
injection-based scheme. Both LUT vectors are then quantized
to the same number of bits (12 quantization bits), and the
modelling capabilities of both approaches are then visually
illustrated in Fig. 3a. Additionally, the direct modeling related
NMSE numbers are calculated and presented as the number
of quantization bits increases from 6 to 20. These NMSE
results are shown in Fig. 3b. It can be observed that the
modelling accuracy or performance is steadily about 13 dB
better when considering the injection-based scheme, until the
NMSE values essentially saturate with 16 quantization bits.
This illustrates and quantifies the dynamic range reduction
obtained through the injection-based approach.
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D. Observation Receiver and Feedback in mmW Active Array
Systems

There are generally several alternatives to address the ob-
servation receiver (ORX) aspect and arranging the feedback
signal for DPD parameter learning in mmW active array
systems. One known method is the hardware-based approach
where the individual PA output signals are phase-aligned and
combined in hardware [7], [10] – illustrated conceptually also
in Fig. 1. Another alternative is to adopt a separate ORX
to capture the over-the-air (OTA) combined signal [9], [13],
[33]–[35] and feed it back to the transmitter system through
some means for DPD learning. Also this alternative approach
is illustrated in Fig. 1. Both of these approaches basically seek
to mimic the far-field signal at the actual receiver, under the
assumption of line-of-sight propagation.

We clarify that the DPD learning algorithms proposed in
this article do not explicitly depend on the actual method
of obtaining the combined observed signal, while note that
the hardware-based ORX system has the benefit of, e.g.,
avoiding the OTA ORX positioning and beam misalignment
challenges [13], [36]. For fairness, however, it is also noted
that there exists literature, e.g., [33]–[35], where the OTA ORX
beam misalignment challenge is further addressed, proposing
different mechanisms to reconstruct the far-field signal in
the direction of the main beam, through subsequent sidelobe
observations or by leveraging the crosstalk between adjacent
radiating elements. In our actual mmW active array experi-
ments in Section V, our feedback system adopts a carefully
aligned OTA ORX with the primary purpose of mimicking
the hardware-based feedback combiner system.

III. SIGNED LEARNING ALGORITHMS

In order to reduce the computational complexity of the
baseline learning rules in (9), (10), and (11), we next formulate
computationally efficient sign-based learning algorithms. In
general, the idea behind the signed algorithms is to sign
selected terms in the learning equations, such that the needed
number of multiplications is largely reduced. This is beneficial
as in the digital signal processing (DSP) implementations,
multiplications constitute one of the most resource-intensive
operations, while additions are essentially free [4], [37].

The classical definition of the complex signum function
projects a non-zero complex number to the unit circle in the
complex plane [38]. The magnitude of the resulting number,
z̄, is 1, but the real and imaginary parts are not equal to ±1,
thus no direct complexity reduction can yet be achieved when
multiplying with z̄. To remove the need for multiplications,
we define the complex signum function instead as

csgn(z) := sgn(Re(z)) + j sgn(Im(z)), (16)

which provides either −1 or +1 for the real and imaginary
parts. For matrices, the operation is taken element-wise. The
next sections present the three considered signed algorithms,
implemented with the form shown in (16), and its combination
with the original learning equations.

A. The Sign Algorithm
The sign algorithm is obtained by signing the error signal ek

in the learning rules presented in (9), (10), and (11). With this
simplification, multiplications in the term ΦH

k ek are avoided.
We note that the dimension of ek is N – commonly a large
number in DPD implementations (in the experiments of this
paper, N = 25, 000) – thus a large reduction in terms of
multiplications can be achieved. By signing the error vector,
the DPD learning rules read

wk+1 = wk + µg
(
ΦH
k Φk

)−1
ΦH
k csgn(ek), (17)

wk+1 = wk + µsR
−1ΦH

k csgn(ek), (18)

wk+1 = wk + µbΦ
H
k csgn(ek). (19)

The reader can find an implementation of the sign algorithm
in combination with GN learning rule in [20].

B. The Signed Regressor Algorithm
The SRA method signs the transposed basis functions

matrix, ΦH
k , in the learning rules. Hence, multiplications in

the terms ΦH
k Φk and ΦH

k ek (GN), and ΦH
k ek (BLMS) are

avoided, making the computational complexity of the learning
rule lighter. In the GN method, the complexity saving is larger
compared to the Sign algorithm, as an extra term is signed in
the learning equation. In the BLMS method, no reduction is
achieved when compared to the previous Sign algorithm. The
SRA learning rules corresponding to GN and BLMS methods
can be expressed as

wk+1 = wk + µg

(
csgn(ΦH

k )Φk

)−1

csgn(ΦH
k )ek, (20)

wk+1 = wk + µb csgn(ΦH
k )ek. (21)

When referring to the SO method, the SRA approach cannot
be applied as such, as the inverse covariance matrix, R−1,
already contains the input data matrix multiplication. Two
alternative solutions can be drawn in order to use the SRA
principle in combination with SO learning rule. The first
proposed form signs only the input data matrix term ΦH

k ,
avoiding the calculation of csgn(ΦH

k )ek. The second form
signs the inverse covariance matrix R−1, simplifying the
matrix multiplication csgn(R−1)ΦH

k . Thus, the exact learning
rules can be expressed as

wk+1 = wk + µsR
−1 csgn(ΦH

k )ek, (22)

wk+1 = wk + µs csgn(R−1)ΦH
k ek. (23)

It is noted that with the former formulation, the computational
complexity is the same as in the Sign SO case, since an equal
number of multiplications is avoided.

It is also important to note that all polynomial-based DPD
approaches, as well as linearly interpolated LUTs, basically
suffer from a rank deficiency in the signed data matrix
csgn(ΦH

k ), as repeated columns or linear combinations be-
tween them will appear. An example is presented in [21], in the
context of an MP DPD [39]. In such a case, the estimated DPD
coefficients will diverge, as they do not have a unique solution.
One way to solve this problem is to apply a unitary Walsh-
Hadamard transformation (WHT) to gaussianize the distribu-
tion of csgn(ΦH

k ) and make it full rank [21]. This, however,
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TABLE I
COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS OF THE BASELINE AND THE SIGNED LEARNING METHODS FORMULATED AND ADOPTED IN THE PAPER, AS A

FUNCTION OF THE MODEL PARAMETERS, IN TERMS OF REAL MULTIPLICATIONS AND REAL ADDITIONS PER DPD LEARNING ITERATION.

Real multiplications Real additions

Gauss-Newton C3 + 4M2(N + 1) + 2M(2N + 1) 2M2(N − 1) + 2M(N +M − 2) + 2C

Sign Gauss-Newton C3 + 4M2(N + 1) + 2C 2M2(N − 1) + 2M(N +M − 2) + 2C

SRA Gauss-Newton C3 + 4M2 + 2M 2M2(N − 1) + 2M(N +M − 2) + 2C

Sign-sign Gauss-Newton C3 + 2M 2M2(N − 1) + 2M(N +M − 2) + 2C

Self-orthogonalization 4(MN +M2) + 2C 2M(N + C − 2) + 2C

Sign self-orthogonalization 4CM + 2C 2M(N + C − 2) + 2C

SRA 1 self-orthogonalization 4CM + 2C 2M(N + C − 2) + 2C

SRA 2 self-orthogonalization 4MN + 2C 2M(N + C − 2) + 2C

Sign-sign 1 self-orthogonalization 2C 2M(NM + 1)

Sign-sign 2 self-orthogonalization 2C 2M(N + C − 2) + 2C

Block-LMS 2M(2N + 1) 2(MN + C)

Sign block-LMS 2M 2(MN + C)

SRA block-LMS 2M 2(MN + C)

Sign-sign block-LMS 0 2(MN + C)

further increases the complexity in the learning rule. On the
other hand, and very importantly, with the proposed LUT-
based DPD approach, the rank deficiencies are avoided, as the
structure of this model does not lead to repeated or linearly
dependent columns in csgn(ΦH

k ). Thus, the SRA learning rule
can be directly applied, with no extra matrix transformations
needed. This is one clear benefit of the proposed LUT-based
DPD formulation compared to polynomial based DPDs.

C. The Sign-Sign Algorithm

Finally, the Sign-sign algorithm applies the signum function
to both the data matrix and the error vector. In the GN method,
the required multiplications are greatly reduced, as only a few
matrix operations need to be calculated. In the case of the
BLMS approach, the number of required multiplications to
obtain the DPD coefficients is already zero. The exact learning
expressions with the Sign-sign algorithm for GN and BLMS
approaches read

wk+1 = wk + µg

(
csgn(ΦH

k )Φk

)−1

csgn(ΦH
k ) csgn(ek),

(24)

wk+1 = wk + µb csgn(ΦH
k ) csgn(ek). (25)

When referring to the SO method, the same conclusion as
presented with the SRA algorithm is drawn, i.e., the Sign-
sign approach cannot be directly applied to the learning rule.
We thus define again two revised alternative solutions for the
Sign-sign algorithm in combination with the SO, which read

wk+1 = wk + µsR
−1 csgn(ΦH

k ) csgn(ek), (26)

wk+1 = wk + µs csgn(R−1)ΦH
k csgn(ek). (27)

With both solutions, the DPD learning complexity, in terms of
real multiplications, is almost reduced to zero, while the exact
computational complexity assessment is provided in the next
section.

Additionally, it is noted that the same discussion about the
rank deficiency problem in csgn(ΦH

k ) propagates with the
Sign-sign algorithm as well, with respect the polynomial-based
and interpolated LUT DPD approaches. In other words, the
LUT-based DPD formulation can be used without any addi-
tional matrix transformations as there are no rank-deficiency
challenges.

IV. LEARNING COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

The DPD learning complexity is analyzed in terms of
real multiplications and real additions per DPD coefficient
update, over an N -sized block of samples. It is assumed
that one complex multiplication is implemented with 4 real
multiplications and 2 real additions, and one real-complex
multiplication costs 2 real multiplications. Furthermore, one
complex addition costs 2 real additions, while a real-complex
addition is performed with one addition. In the complexity
assessment, when it comes to matrix algebra, we follow [40].

Firstly, Table I presents the complexity expressions of the
GN, SO, and BLMS adaptive learning methods, as functions
of the DPD model parameters. These expressions essentially
cover the original learning rules presented in (9), (10), and,
(11) and the sign-based versions presented in Section III.
Secondly, Table II shows example numerical complexity num-
bers, with N = 25, 000 samples, Q = 32, M = 4, and
C = MQ = 128, which represent the same parametrization
used in the experimental measurement results in Section V.
Additionally, this table illustrates the complexity percentage
reduction of the sign algorithms with respect to the original
learning equations, in terms of real multiplications. As seen
herein, the number of real multiplications is commonly very
largely reduced when deploying the sign-based, thus greatly
easing continuous learning and/or on-chip learning implemen-
tations.

Several concluding remarks can be extracted from the
complexity analysis, as follows:
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TABLE II
NUMERICAL COMPLEXITY ASSESSMENT AND COMPARISON OF

THE METHODS WHEN N = 25, 000, Q = 32, M = 4, AND
C =MQ = 128. THE RELATIVE COMPLEXITY REDUCTION WITH

RESPECT TO THE ORIGINAL LEARNING EQUATIONS IS ALSO
SHOWN, IN PERCENTAGES.

Real multiplications Mul. reduction Real adds.

GN 4× 106 0% 1× 106

Sign GN 3.7× 106 7.5% 1× 106

SRA GN 2× 106 50% 1× 106

Sign-sign GN 2× 106 50% 1× 106

SO 401× 103 0% 201× 103

Sign SO 2.3× 103 > 99% 201× 103

SRA 1 SO 2.3× 103 > 99% 201× 103

SRA 2 SO 400× 103 < 1% 201× 103

Sign-sign 1 SO 256 > 99% 800× 103

Sign-sign 2 SO 256 > 99% 201× 103

BLMS 400× 103 0% 200× 103

Sign BLMS 8 > 99% 200× 103

SRA BLMS 8 > 99% 200× 103

Sign-sign BLMS 0 100% 200× 103

• GN SRA and Sign-sign algorithms pose mutually the
same complexity order of magnitude, thus the model
which provides better performance should be selected.

• SO Sign and SRA 1 algorithms pose mutually the same
complexity, thus the model which yields better perfor-
mance should be selected. The same conclusion applies
for Sign-sign 1 and Sign-sign 2 SO.

• SO SRA 2 model does not provide essentially any com-
plexity reduction, hence it is not explicitly considered in
the measurement based experiments.

• Sign and SRA BLMS algorithms pose mutually the
same complexity, thus the model which provides better
performance should be selected.

All in all, the sign algorithms are capable of drastically re-
ducing the computational complexity, especially in the cases of
BLSM and SO, where in most cases it is reduced by more than
99% with respect to the corresponding original update rules. In
the case of GN, the sign algorithms simplify the update up to
50%. In the next section, the DPD linearization performance
of the proposed algorithms will be evaluated through extensive
RF measurements. Together with the complexity analysis, it
will allow to assess the complexity-performance trade-offs of
the proposed algorithms.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to test and validate the proposed DPD algorithms,
extensive set of experimental results is provided building
on mmW FR-2 OTA measurements. Specifically, our setup
features a state-of-the-art 28 GHz active antenna array with
64 integrated PAs and antenna units, with which the lineariza-
tion performance-complexity trade-offs of the injection-based
closed-loop MP-LUT DPD system are assessed and pursued,

while deploying and comparing both the baseline and the
various signed learning rules.

In the context of mmW array measurements, some important
issues are to be noted. Firstly, an active antenna array with K
antenna units contains also K parallel PA units. Furthermore,
the different PA units are commonly mutually different, at least
to certain extent, thus each parallel PA has unique nonlinear
characteristics. Hence, the estimated predistorter building on
combined observation path and combined observed signal
can typically provide good linearization mostly in the array’s
main beam direction, while the beampattern of the array
will maintain the levels of OOB distortion sufficiently low
in other directions [7]. Secondly, the load modulation of
the PAs, which occurs due to the coupling between the
antennas [9], makes the effective nonlinear characteristics of
the array beam-dependent. This essentially means that the
optimal DPD solution will depend on the beam direction,
and thus, the linearization solutions should take this into
account. Real-time tracking and fast adaptive DPD learning
are viable solutions, capable of estimating and adapting the
DPD coefficients as the beam is steered. Third, the frequency
selectivity of the transmitter system and thus that of the
nonlinear distortion can already be substantial – mostly due to
the wide channel bandwidths at mmW frequencies, calibration
challenges and more difficult impedance matching, compared
to lower frequencies.

In this work, the in-band DPD linearization performance
is evaluated through the well-known error vector magnitude
(EVM) metric [4], [14]. Additionally, since an OTA DPD
system is considered, the out-of-band performance is measured
with the total radiated power (TRP) based adjacent channel
leakage ratio (ACLR), which is the ratio of the filtered mean
power centered on the assigned channel frequency and the
filtered mean power centred on an adjacent channel frequency,
measured by integrating the powers over the whole beamspace,
while keeping the beamforming angle fixed [14].

A. 28 GHz Active Array Experimental Setup

The OTA FR-2 measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 4. The
transmit chain consists firstly of a Keysight M8190 arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG), outputting the I/Q samples at 3.5
GHz IF. Then, a Keysight N5183B-MXG signal generator,
providing the LO signal at 24.5 GHz, and a Marki Microwave
T31040 mixer, further upconvert the signal to 28 GHz, after
which the signal is filtered by a Marki Microwave FB3300
band-pass filter (BPF) to suppress the mixer induced image
frequencies. Two preamplifiers, Analog Devices HMC499LC4
and Analog Devices HMC1131, are then deployed before
the actual active antenna array to facilitate driving the array
towards saturation. The test device is a 64-element Anokiwave
AWMF-0129 antenna array, which transmits and radiates the
signal OTA. It is mounted on an electrical tripod capable of
providing the horizontal rotation, with 0 degrees considered
as the array beamforming angle in these measurements. The
radiated signal is then captured by a horn antenna and an
observation receiver, such that the receiver antenna is well-
aligned with the transmitter main beam. The observed signal
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Fig. 4. 5G NR FR-2 OTA RF measurement setup utilized in the mmW DPD experiments.

is attenuated and downconverted again to IF frequency by
another mixing stage. Finally, the resulting signal is fed into a
Keysight DSOS804A oscilloscope, which is used as the actual
digitizer to facilitate the post-processing on a host PC, where
the DPD algorithms are executed. It is noted that the OTA RX
with horn antenna is used both for DPD learning, as ORX, and
for final OTA measurements to assess the DPD performance.
The use of the OTA RX as the ORX is because the AWMF-
0129 active array does not allow for actual hardware-based
combiners for feedback, hence we deliberately mimic such
through the carefully aligned OTA ORX.

The signals adopted in the coming Sub-sections B-G are
3GPP 5G NR Release-15 FR-2 compliant OFDM waveforms,
with 120 kHz SCS and 264 RBs. This configuration maps
to the channel bandwidth configuration of 400 MHz [14].
The signals adopted in Sections H-I are, in turn, generated
by doubling the number of active subcarriers and the OFDM
waveform processing FFT size, compared to the standard-
compliant signal, which then maps already to an impressive
channel bandwidth of 800 MHz. This is done deliberately
to experiment and demonstrate the DPD-based active array
linearization with extremely large channel bandwidths and
OFDM modulation, while operating with effective isotropic
radiated powers (EIRPs) of more than +40 dBm – something
that has not been commonly reported in the existing literature.

In all experiments, the initial PAPR of the digital waveform
is 9.5 dB, when measured at the 0.01% point of the instanta-
neous PAPR CCDF, and is then limited to 7 dB through well-
known iterative clipping and filtering based processing, while
also additional time-domain windowing is applied to suppress
the inherent OFDM signal sidelobes. These impose an EVM
floor of some 4% to the transmit signal. In a single DPD
iteration, a block of N = 25, 000 pseudo-random samples of
the above-described 5G NR OFDM waveforms is circularly
transmitted, received, and used to update the DPD coefficients.

A new block of N samples is then generated for the next
DPD update iteration. This transmission/reception and the
DPD update is repeated until the DPD learning algorithm
reaches convergence. The MP-LUT DPD models utilize LUT
entry sizes of Q = 32, and M = 4 memory branches,
as the baseline. The LUTs are initialized as all-zero vectors
in the first DPD iteration. In the measurements where the
SO learning rule is considered, the covariance matrix, R, is
estimated from a long sequence of 10 Msamples, and inverted
before the actual DPD processing. It is then kept fixed during
the remaining DPD iterations. A classical MP model in a
closed-loop configuration, with P = 11 and M = 4, is utilized
as the reference method, as polynomial based DPDs are some
of the most common high-performance techniques used in the
literature [4], [16], [41]. Furthermore, the parameter learning
of the MP reference method builds always on the unsigned GN
algorithm as the polynomial basis functions are known to be
largely correlated and here no basis function orthogonalization
is adopted.

B. DPD Performance

In this subsection, the OTA DPD linearization performance
of the various GN, SO, BLMS, and their corresponding sign
versions, is demonstrated. The following measurements are
carried out with the NR FR-2 400 MHz signal, measured at
a highly nonlinear operation point of the active antenna array,
specifically at EIRP of approximately +43 dBm.

Firstly, the measured power spectral densities (PSDs) cor-
responding to the GN learning rule are presented in Fig. 5.
The performance of the sign algorithms is observed to be very
close to that of the classical unsigned learning method, despite
the substantially reduced complexity. Even the highly simple
Sign-sign algorithm provides a comparable linearization per-
formance to the original learning rule. It is also observed that
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Fig. 5. 400 MHz 5G-NR OTA linearization performance of the
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and signed GN learning algorithms. Also the performance of classical
MP DPD with unsigned learning is shown, for reference.
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the linearization results are very close to the reference MP
model.

Secondly, the measured PSDs corresponding to the SO
learning are presented in Fig. 6. In this case, somewhat
decreased linearization performance is expected, and also
observed, compared to GN as the learning equation applies
a fixed estimated covariance matrix R. However, it also
involves further reduced complexity. It can be observed that the
unsigned and Sign SO achieve mutually similar linearization
performance, also been very close to the classical MP. These
are then followed in performance by the SRA 1 and Sign-sign
1 algorithms. As seen in Section IV, the sign error and SRA 1
achieve the same complexity reduction, so the model providing
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Fig. 7. 400 MHz 5G-NR OTA linearization performance of the
closed-loop MP-LUT DPD, at EIRP of +43 dBm, with original
BLMS and signed BLMS learning algorithms. Also the performance
of classical MP DPD with unsigned GN learning is shown, for
reference.

better performance should be selected – in this case, the Sign
error approach. It is also important to note that the complexity
of the Sign-sign algorithm is close to zero, while still achieving
a fair amount of linearization. When measuring with the Sign-
sign 2 method, the DPD does not converge to any reasonable
solution, thus the Sign-sign 1 method is deployed from now
on when it comes to the Sign-sign based approaches.

Thirdly, Fig. 7 presents the measured PSDs with the BLMS
method. In this case, the unsigned and the SRA learning
approaches provide the best performance. These provide again
performance fairly similar to the classical MP case, while
being a bit more degraded when compared to GN and SO
cases. The Sign and Sign-sign curves follow somewhat behind,
in performance, but also facilitate good linearization despite
no actual multiplications are needed in the parameter learning.

Overall, it can be observed that the best performance is
achieved with the GN learning methods, however, GN learning
also involves the highest computational complexity. The SO
approach presents an intriguing solution, able to provide very
similar levels of linearization as GN, with clearly reduced
complexity. The BLMS learning approach is, in turn, the
simplest method in terms of complexity, and also capable
of facilitating good amounts of linearization. Additionally, all
methods essentially reach the 8% EVM requirement [14] of
NR Release-15 that corresponds to 64-QAM – the largest
modulation order supported currently at FR-2. From the
complexity-performance trade-off point of view, we observe
that the SO Sign-sign 1, BLMS Sign, BLMS SRA, and BLMS
Sign-sign are particularly interesting as they require exactly or
approximately zero multiplications per DPD iteration, while
still providing good linearization performance. Also, it is noted
and emphasized that the BLMS and different signed BLMS
variants are indeed applicable with the injection-based MP-
LUT DPD – without any additional orthogonalization proce-
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the LUT size, Q, in the closed-loop MP-LUT DPD vs. measured TRP ACLR for (a) GN, (b) SO, and (c) BLMS
DPD learning rules at EIRP of +43 dBm. The 28 dB ACLR limit is also shown, together with MP DPD reference performance with unsigned
GN learning. These results are obtained by training the DPD model with the same number of iterations as presented in the x-axes of Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. TRP ACLR convergence of the closed-loop MP-LUT DPD vs. number of block-iterations with (a) GN, (b) SO, and (c) BLMS
algorithms at EIRP of +43 dBm. The 28 dB ACLR limit is also shown, together with MP DPD reference convergence with unsigned GN
learning.

dures that are commonly adopted in case of, e.g., gradient-
adaptive canonical MP DPD [27]. This is a clear benefit
compared to polynomial based DPD systems.

C. LUT Entry Size Comparison

We next continue the OTA measurements with NR FR-2
400 MHz signal at EIRP of +43 dBm while now varying
the LUT entry size, Q, in the proposed closed-loop MP-
LUT DPD method to experiment and assess its impact on
the linearization performance. The obtained measured results
with GN, SO, and BLMS are presented in Fig. 8. As can be
observed, when adopting the DPD models with small numbers
of entries in the LUT, the performance drops to some extent.
This is quite expected as very few control points in the LUT
are not sufficient to accurately model and invert the effective
PA nonlinearity. At the same time, it is observed that as the
LUT entry size is increased, the TRP ACLR performance
improves, until reaching Q = 32, at which the performance
essentially saturates in these measurements. Compared to the
results in [23], the considered injection-based DPD scheme
allows for lower entry-sized non-interpolated LUTs, while the
sign methods further reduce the DPD processing and learning
complexities. Additionally, we observe that the 5G NR TRP

ACLR limit of 28 dBc [14] is fulfilled in all cases when
Q = 16 or greater.

This experiment also reconfirms the conclusion drawn in
the previous subsection, showing that the linearization perfor-
mances of the original and selected signed algorithms are very
close to each other. Specifically, the difference is only 0.1 dB
between GN unsigned and GN SRA, 0.2 dB between SO
unsigned and SO Sign, and 0.4 dB between BLMS unsigned
and BLMS SRA. The computational complexity, in turn, is
reduced by 50% in the first case, and by more than 99% with
the SO and the BLMS, as analyzed and shown in Section IV.

D. DPD Convergence

We next pursue and present the convergence behavior of
the proposed DPD solutions, with the same configuration as
adopted before. The convergence behavior is presented in
terms of the measured OTA TRP ACLR as a function of the
number of DPD block-iterations, again with a block-length of
N = 25, 000 samples.

The obtained convergence results are presented in Fig. 9,
for the GN, SO, and BLMS learning rules. In general, it is
observed that the convergence speed is faster with the unsigned
versions of the learning equations, reaching the steady-state
sooner. When applying the signed algorithms, the convergence
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Fig. 10. Measured TRP-based ACLR in (a), and EVM in (b), as functions of the EIRP in the 400 MHz channel bandwidth case at 28 GHz.

speed is then slightly decreased, as some information is lost
when signing different terms in the learning rules. However,
the signed solutions are capable of reaching the steady-state
only in a few more iterations, as shown in Fig. 9. In all cases,
the models are very stable after convergence, and fulfill the
28 dBc TRP ACLR limit [14].

The different algorithms are capable of reaching full conver-
gence in around 10-12 (GN), 17-20 (SO), and 30-35 (BLSM)
iterations, respectively. The relative behavior is intuitive, as
the GN algorithm calculates the inverse covariance matrix,
(ΦkΦ

H
k )−1, in each DPD iteration, thus providing the fastest

convergence. The SO learning equation considers a fixed
covariance matrix estimate, that somewhat slows down the
convergence. The BLMS, in turn, can be interpreted to con-
sider an identity covariance matrix, which is already a very
crude approximation, thus the convergence is slowest and also
the steady-state performance is somewhat lower.

E. Power Sweep

This fourth experiment considers a transmit power sweep
carried out with the same configuration as presented above,
and illustrates the measured TRP ACLR and EVM values
as functions of the EIRP. By sweeping the EIRP, two main
things can be studied. First, to evaluate whether the EVM
or the TRP ACLR is the limiting performance metric of
the system [14], in terms of the maximum EIRP. Second,
to assess the performance of the DPD algorithms as the
array output power varies. In this study, GN (unsigned and
SRA), SO (unsigned and Sign), and BLMS (unsigned and
SRA) algorithms are chosen and measured, as they have been
observed in the earlier examples to have particularly positive
performance-complexity trade-offs.

The measured TRP ACLR and EVM values as functions of
the EIRP are presented in Fig. 10. Firstly, it can be clearly
seen that, when no DPD is applied, the EVM constitutes the
metric limiting the maximum achievable EIRP, such that both

TRP ACLR and EVM are still fulfilled. Specifically, when
no DPD is applied, the EIRP is limited to some +39.2 dBm,
while when DPD processing is utilized, both requirements
are still fulfilled at least up until +43 dBm, and clearly also
somewhat beyond. These findings indicate a power efficiency
increase in the overall transmitter, as the antenna array can
be operated closer to saturation thanks to the transmit power
increase facilitated by the DPD operation.

Secondly, it can be seen that the DPD algorithms behave in
a similar manner as concluded in earlier subsections. The best
linearization performance is obtained with GN and its signed
version. The linearization performance obtained with unsigned
and sign SO lies very close to GN, despite the reduced learning
complexity. The BLMS follows somewhat behind, providing
less linearization performance, but constituting a very simple
DPD solution. In general, the sign algorithms lie very close to
the original learning rules, and allow for complexity reductions
up to 50% (GN), and more than 99% (SO and BLMS).
Additionally, as already noted, all the algorithms successfully
fulfill the 3GPP specifications [14] at least up to EIRP of
+43 dBm.

F. Beam-Dependence of Radiated Nonlinear Distortion

We next explore the effects of beam-steering on the non-
linear characteristics of the active array, while continue to
utilize the same 5G NR OFDM waveform as in the previ-
ous experiments. Furthermore, for presentation simplicity, we
focus only on the SO unsigned DPD learning method in this
experiment. In these measurements, the transmit and receive
antenna systems were kept at the same physical positions
throughout the experiment, and were first aligned at α = 0°
to estimate the DPD coefficients with the beam of the antenna
array pointing towards this direction. Then, the electrical
beam of the active array was digitally steered, sweeping from
α = −40° to α = 40° with an angular resolution of 5°, by
means of phase-only analog beamforming. At the same time,
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Fig. 11. Linearization performance in terms of (a) TRP ACLR, and (b) EVM as a function of the steering angle at EIRP of +43 dBm,
when the DPD is trained such that the main beam is aligned towards α = 0° (red) or α = 20° (green). Additionally, the purple curve
presents the performance when the DPD system is separately re-trained for each beam direction angle α.
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Fig. 12. Linearization performance as a function of the OTA ORX misalignment angle at EIRP of +43 dBm, in terms of (a) TRP ACLR,
and (b) EVM. The DPD coefficients are learned when the beams are misaligned, while the DPD verification is done when the beams are
aligned. In all cases, the electrical beam angle of the active array is kept fixed at 0°.

the active array was physically rotated towards the opposite
direction, so that the main beam of the array was always
pointing to the receiver horn antenna. The same experiment
was also repeated by training the DPD coefficients when the
beam was pointed towards α = 20° direction. Additionally, a
third set of measurements was also conducted, such that the
DPD coefficients were always learned for every considered
electrical beam direction. In all cases, the EVM and the TRP
based ACLR, defined in Section V, were evaluated.

The results of these experiments are presented in Fig. 11.
Through the red and green DPD curves, it can be seen that
excellent linearization performance is obtained, in terms of
both TRP ACLR and EVM, at those specific directions at
which the DPD model was trained (i.e., α = 0° and α = 20°).
Additionally, the DPD performance then fastly deteriorates

when the beam is steered to another angle. This is caused by
the load modulation phenomenon, modifying the effective non-
linear characteristics of the array when the beam is steered [9],
[13]. We can observe that for some specific beam directions,
the TRP ACLR and EVM values are no longer satisfying the
specified 3GPP limits [14]. Finally, the purple curves show
that the linearization performance remains stable when the
DPD is trained at every beam direction, providing relatively
flat TRP ACLR and EVM curves for different beamforming
angles. Overall, these results indicate that continuous DPD
tracking may indeed be needed in systems where fast beam-
steering or beam-switching is adopted.
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G. OTA ORX Misalignment Study

While the main purpose of the OTA ORX is, in this article,
to mimic the hardware combined based feedback system, we
next shortly address the DPD performance as a function of the
misalignment between the beam directions of the active array
and an OTA ORX. The same 400 MHz 5G NR waveform as
in the previous experiments is utilized, while for simplicity,
we focus on the SO unsigned DPD learning method.

First, the TX and OTA ORX beams were accurately aligned,
with the electrical beam configured to 0°. Then, the active
array was mechanically rotated from −30° to 30° with an
angular resolution of 5° to produce controlled misalignment,
and the learned DPD coefficients were stored for each mis-
alignment angle. Afterwards, the transmit and receive beams
were again accurately aligned, and the DPD performance was
assessed such that the main beam was pointing accurately
towards the receive antenna. The EVM and TRP-ACLR were
calculated and recorded for each misalignment angle.

The obtained results are presented in Fig. 12. As it can be
observed, the DPD system achieves an excellent linearization
performance when the misalignment angle ranges from some
−10° to +7°. However, as the misalignment angle increases
beyond this range, the DPD system experiences a systematic
loss of linearization performance due to the fact that the OTA
ORX is then already observing clearly off the main beam. It
is also noted that the considered active array has a minimum
in its radiation patter at around +15°, which can be seen from
the TRP ACLR and EVM values at this angle. In our view,
this highlights the benefits of a hardware-based observation
system, shown in Fig. 1, which is by design immune to any
misalignment. Alternatively, the methods from [33]–[35] can
be considered such that observing with the OTA ORX outside
the transmitter main beam becomes more feasible.

H. DPD Evaluation with Aggregated 800 MHz Channel BW

The last two experiments study and assess the linearization
performance of the proposed algorithms in an aggregated
800 MHz channel bandwidth case with 5G NR like OFDM
signal. Compared to the previous examples, we utilize here
double the amount of passband active subcarriers and FFT
processing size, while keeping the SCS of 120 kHz. This first
study presents the OTA linearization performance of the GN
(unsigned and SRA), SO (unsigned and Sign), and BLMS
(unsigned and SRA) algorithms, while measuring at EIRP of
approximately +41.5 dBm.

A corresponding snapshot linearization performance exam-
ple, in terms of measured spectra, is presented in Fig. 13. It
can be observed that the GN and SO models, and their signed
versions, perform similarly, achieving TRP ACLR numbers
of around 35 dB, while the corresponding EVM numbers are
shown in the figure. The BLMS algorithm follows somewhat
behind, still achieving good amount of linearization, with TRP
ACLR numbers being around 32 dB. It is also noted that
the transmitter system poses already quite substantial memory
effects in the 800 MHz bandwidth case. However, based on
this example and the following EIRP sweep measurements,
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Fig. 13. 800 MHz 5G-NR like OTA linearization performance of
the closed-loop MP-LUT DPD, at EIRP of +41.5 dBm, with unsigned
and signed GN, SO, and BLMS algorithms.

the injection-based MP-LUT can well handle such memory
effects.

I. Power Sweep with Aggregated 800 MHz Channel BW

The last experiment presents a power sweep similar to that
presented in Subsection V-E, but now carried out with the
800 MHz signal. The measured results, illustrated in Fig. 14,
are presented again in terms of the TRP ACLR and EVM
as functions of the EIRP, sweeping from +38.5 to +43 dBm.
Without DPD, the EVM is again the limiting metric at roughly
+39 dBm, where both TRP ACLR and EVM requirements
are still fulfilled. When applying DPD processing, the EIRP
can be further increased to +43 dBm and beyond, as the
figure indicates. These results essentially indicate a power
efficiency increase of the overall transmitter, since the antenna
array can be operated closer to saturation thanks to the DPD,
which facilitates increasing the transmit power. The unsigned
and signed versions of the studied algorithms are again very
close to each other, in terms of performance, yielding similar
conclusions as earlier.

In general, the injection-based MP-LUT DPD and the three
learning equations and their signed versions studied along this
paper demonstrate very appealing performance-complexity
trade-offs, while being able to successfully linearize a state-
of-the-art active antenna array even with 800 MHz modu-
lation/channel bandwidth. The signed GN and SO can be
adopted when a high DPD performance is required, while the
signed BLMS approach can be utilized in cases where very
small learning complexity is required.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, injection-based memory polynomial LUT
DPD system was proposed, together with various signed
closed-loop DPD learning algorithms. The described MP-
LUT DPD, along with the signed learning algorithms, were
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Fig. 14. Measured TRP-based ACLR in (a), and EVM in (b), as functions of the EIRP in the 800 MHz channel bandwidth case at 28 GHz.

shown to facilitate large reductions in terms of computational
complexity, while maintaining a very similar linearization
performance compared to ordinary MP DPD. Additionally,
the use of LUTs avoids the rank deficiencies in the Signed-
Regressor and Sign-sign algorithms, thus eliminating the need
for additional matrix transformations that are required in
the existing reference methods. Even the block-LMS and its
different signed variants were shown to be applicable with the
injection-based MP-LUT DPD, without any orthogonalization
procedures, allowing for very low complexity. Due to the
injection-based DPD structure, it was further shown that the
LUT entry sizes required in the DPD system can be decreased,
allowing to utilize only 32 or even 16 LUT entries while
still achieving efficient linearization performance. Extensive
millimeter-wave OTA measurements using a state-of-the-art
28 GHz active antenna array were reported to validate the
proposed techniques, incorporating very wide channel band-
widths of 400 MHz and 800 MHz while also pushing the active
array very close to saturation. The shown measurement results,
together with the detailed complexity analysis, demonstrate
that the proposed techniques have a very favorable complexity-
performance trade-off in mmW active array linearization.
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